Marshmallow DM (11:41:46 PM): I googled  my screen name and got a bunch of fat men and men holding a large marshmallow bunny.
TheGreatNevareh (11:42:24 PM): I did my real name. My screen name gives me "No matches Found"
A Rockin SN (11:43:29 PM): The first thing I saw when I typed in my name is a picture of Daniel Radcliffe. >.>
A Rockin SN (11:43:37 PM): PAIN
TheGreatNevareh (11:44:13 PM): You want pain? Do an un-blocked search of "Yiffy"
A Rockin SN (11:44:17 PM): ...
A Rockin SN (11:44:21 PM): No shit, Sherlock.
A Rockin SN (11:44:47 PM): And first thing I get when I put in my surname (Caruana) is some fatty talking.
Besyanteo (11:44:55 PM): >_> ... Ting.
Besyanteo (11:45:06 PM): ... you expected to search for that word,
pd Rydia (11:45:09 PM): ha!
Besyanteo (11:45:11 PM): and not find things?
pd Rydia (11:45:21 PM): the first image that turns up when you search for pd Rydia?
TheGreatNevareh (11:45:38 PM): I never searched for it. I know exactly what I'd find, which is why I'm fairly sure it would be painful.
pd Rydia (11:45:40 PM): is a preview for my Pocket Dragon winamp skin
FFFan80 (11:45:43 PM): =O
TheGreatNevareh (11:45:46 PM): Neato.
pd Rydia (11:45:50 PM): it's broken, because I moved it, but the thumbnail still shows
KnightsofSquare (11:45:53 PM): ....it's all stuff related to you.
pd Rydia (11:46:01 PM): holy shit, it IS
pd Rydia (11:46:02 PM): XD
A Rockin SN (11:46:06 PM): :D
pd Rydia (11:46:10 PM): EVEN THE HAMSTER
Besyanteo (11:46:13 PM): =D
CGNakibe (11:46:21 PM): You're so conceited, you think this Google Search is about you. >:{
CGNakibe (11:46:25 PM): Don't you? Don't you?
Besyanteo (11:46:27 PM): Beware the Dia's,
pd Rydia (11:46:27 PM): XD
TheGreatNevareh (11:46:29 PM): Erm... isn't it?
Besyanteo (11:46:34 PM): for they infest everything. Even the intarweb.
KnightsofSquare (11:46:47 PM): Dude dude dude
KnightsofSquare (11:46:54 PM): Check out the first hit for White Knight Delta
Besyanteo (11:46:59 PM): ... now I have a google urge.
KnightsofSquare (11:47:04 PM): And the last hit, for that matter
KnightsofSquare (11:47:08 PM): The first is my great masterpiece.
KnightsofSquare (11:47:13 PM): The last appears to be a clown?
Besyanteo (11:47:24 PM): ...
Besyanteo (11:47:29 PM): sweet.
Besyanteo (11:47:47 PM): ... oh hey.
KnightsofSquare (11:47:49 PM): Also, the second hit is definitely not me.
Besyanteo (11:47:56 PM): I have ooooooooooooooone image for Besyanteo
Marshmallow DM (11:49:19 PM): I googled Deeum and I get one picture of mine.. then a picture of Bridget.

